
Minutes of the committee meeting of the EACC

Bucklesham Village Hall

13 September 2015

Opening
The Secretary opened the meeting at 1.15pm.

Apologies for Absence
Carl Harper

Present
Mark Daniels, David Evans, Paul Efreme, Neil Morley, Andrew Pattle.

Minutes of the previous meeting
The minutes of the meeting of 4 January 2015 were agreed as a true and 
accurate record. Nem con

Matters arising from the minutes of the previous meeting
The banners have been obtained and distributed to sections.  The 
Yorkshire banners have a white Yorkshire rose on them.  Sections have 
been told that they will have to pay if they need to replace lost banners
—we hope this will be a discouragement to leaving them behind at 
events.
DE said that the supplier of our current banners does not print the 
‘feather flag’ type but he will get a quotation elsewhere. DE
One problem with flag banners is adequately supporting them on hard 
surfaces.  NM offered to investigate ways of doing this. NM
The lapel badges and cloth badges have been bought and distributed to 
the holders of regalia boxes.

Officers’ reports
Treasurer

We still have a healthy bank balance.  Despite spending £494 on 
banners and badges, the projected loss for the year is only £320 and it 
may be possible to consider getting further regalia items next year.  
There should not be any need to increase subscriptions for next year

Secretary
Members have encountered several problems, registering bikes with 
DVLA.  Is many cases the answer is just to resubmit the application 
pointing out where DVLA has gone wrong.  We have reported these 
problems to the FBHVC.



Publicity
NM reported that David Watson’s moped collector group on Facebook 
has generated a lot of interest.  There have been tentative enquiries 
about forming more sections.  DE said he has spare ‘blank’ banners 
available for any new sections and can get section-specific ones made 
quickly.

Events
Martin and Sharon have been running joint NACC/EACC events in the 
South East.  Until now, these have been under an NACC ‘permit’.  This 
seems to be causing some friction within the NACC.  We are happy for 
them to run these as EACC events with NACC members as guests.  (In 
practice, nearly everyone attending belongs to both clubs anyway.)

Spares
No report.

Merchandise
See ‘matters arising’ above.

Any other business
AP reminded all committee members that it helps if he can have their 
AGM reports in advance of the meeting.

Close of meeting
The meeting closed at 1:35pm.
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